The apps on the RMPS essential app list are required for school and we ask you to make sure that you have installed all of the apps onto your child’s iPad. Although some of the apps are specific to certain units, there are some apps that are used all the time. Over the next few weeks I am going to highlight some of the apps that are used regularly in the classrooms.

**Explain Everything**

Explain Everything is a screen casting app that allows students to demonstrate their learning. The beauty of this app is that it captures text, drawings, pictures and voice recording that allows any student to communicate what they are thinking. The app can be used over all subject areas which makes it a valuable addition to have on the iPad.

Have a look at some great things you can do!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-MszPA7C0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66kwMMetJ8o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WKvLyWf8-I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZNP8YqSQWw&index=2&list=PL7UerxtsaQ7rjZzunv-HdEVJClkYG77kgf